
Dive into the universe of the Hermès carré* and meet our illustrators
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Le Carreau du Temple
4 rue Eugène-Spuller, Paris 3e

Entrance



29 November – 8 December 2019
12 noon – 8pm, open until 10pm on Thursday and Friday

  Carré Click & Check

Welcome to the Hermès Carré Club!  
Meet the concierge who will tell you 
everything you need to know, and don’t 
forget to have your picture taken at 
Carré Click so you can capture your  
own carré moment!

  Carré Cut

Play with Hermès silk and learn the  
art of knotting! Scarves adapt to your 
every whim.

   Carrémania

Carré addict? Discover the Hermès 
Carré Club capsule collection with 
limited-edition scarves and more.

   Carré Café

Take a break! Meet, mix, chat, play,  
listen, read, eat and drink in this 
colourful café. The Pimpin café is the 
perfect place to take a gourmet break 
with organic products, home-made 
pastries and hot drinks.

   Carré Studio

The artistic heart of the club, where  
you can witness Hermès silk artists get 
carré-d away in creativity!

• Have your portrait sketched by  
Cyrille Diatkine.

• Stop in to see Virginie Jamin create  
one of her scarf drawings on the spot.

• Meet Mino, a little horse designed  
by Ugo Gattoni who has been given  
a new, animated life by Jean-Simon Roch.

• Operate the Drawing Machine with 
Octave Marsal and Théo de Gueltzl.

• Enter Alice Shirley’s studio and 
discover her journey from sketch  
to carré.

• Watch Gianpaolo Pagni stamp directly 
onto silk scarves.

• Take a stroll through an alternative 
Paris, transformed into a jungle by  
Jan Bajtlik.

• Delight in Liz Stirling’s original and 
surprising designs.

• Help create Elias Kafouros’s vast mural.
• Explore the different techniques and 

metamorphoses of Daiske Nomura’s 
design.

• Marvel at Elin Petronella and  
Charles Henry embroidering the  
iconic Brides de gala.

   Carré Park

Watch the skateboarders show off their 
thrilling skills on the ramp every day  
at 1pm, 4pm and 6.30pm. Play alone or 
with others.

   Carré-OK

Ready to perform in the most unique 
karaoke studio in the world?

   Carré Stories

Pick up the telephone and listen to carré 
tales, secrets, and fantasies.



Talks

Discover the secrets of creation  
through four subjects:

Saturday, 30 November at 5pm
The annual theme: a source of  
inspiration for scarves

How designers interpret the annual 
theme each in their own way.  

Contributors: Adrien Barrot, advisor to 
the creative and image department of 
Hermès, Pierre Marie, artist, Christine 
Duvigneau, managing and heritage 
director of the Hermès design studio, 
Jan Bajtlik, artist

Sunday, 1 December at 5pm
“Cavalcadour Voltigeur”: reinventing  
the classics

An iconic design by Henri d’Origny 
reinterpreted in 3D by Octave Marsal.

Contributors: Henri d’Origny,  
artist, Octave Marsal, artist, Pauline 
Bavier, manager of the Hermès  
graphic design studio

Tuesday, 3 December at 5pm
Colour vertigo: from scales to scarves

Colour concoctions, or colouring a scarf.

Contributors: Cécile Pesce, Hermès 
women’s silk stylist, Hélène Sylla and 
Delphine Brioude, Hermès silk 
colourists

Saturday, 7 December at 5pm
The Émile Hermès collection:  
an inexhaustible treasure trove

A paintbox and an illustrated catalogue 
originating from the Émile Hermès 
collection inspired Pierre Marie and 
Virginie Jamin in their designs  
Les Trésors d’un artiste and Fouets 
 et Badines.

Contributors: Ménéhould de Bazelaire 
du Chatelle, director of Hermès cultural 
heritage, Pierre Marie, artist, Gabrielle 
Fritsch, artistic coordinator of the 
Hermès design studio, Virginie Jamin, 
artist

These discussions will be led by  
Cosima Balsan, director of the Hermès 
design studio.

Live shows

From 8.30pm

• Friday, 29 November:
 DJ set by Ifrane

• Thursday, 5 December:
 Live Pi Ja Ma concert followed by 
 a DJ set by Tafmag

• Friday, 6 December:
 Live Owlle concert followed by 
 a DJ set by Tafmag
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Born to be square
Be there or be square
Fair and square
For all square lovers
Dare to be square
Welcome to the square
Share the square
Square it up
The future is square
A scarf is square
Squares only
Circling the square
Truth or square

Not so square!


